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Abstract: The tail‑sitter vertical takeoff / landing （VTOL） unmanned aerial vehicle （UAV） exhibits poor stability 
and limited compatibility with traditional landing gears. To address the aforementioned issues， a novel landing gear 
incorporating free-tail technology is proposed. The landing gear adopts a tandem multi-stage structure， which can 
ensure the length of the tail force arm in cruise condition while lowering the fuselage altitude. Furthermore， the 
dynamic landing process is regulated through the employment of virtual centroid force distribution techniques， 
streamlining the control process and facilitating seamless trajectory optimization during mode transition. Based on the 
single-point dataset of the cat center point， a neural network is used to train the landing gear control， which makes the 
landing gear adaptive takeoff and landing speed and accuracy effectively improved. Subsequently， multi-objective 
optimization and similarity conversion are executed in conjunction with parameter requirements of different modes of 
the UAV， effectively enhancing landing adaptability and stability of the tail-sitter VTOL UAV.
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0 Introduction 

The tail-sitter vertical takeoff / landing （VTOL） 
unmanned aerial vehicle （UAV）， which is designed 
to takeoff in a tail-sitter position and transition to 
level flight once it reaches a certain altitude， is the 
subject of this study. During landing， the UAV as‑
cends and tilts its nose upward before reducing 
thrust for a vertical descent. The thrust direction of 
the UAV is fixed along the longitudinal axis of the 
aircraft， allowing it to rotate synchronously with the 
UAV when changing direction［1］. However， due to 
its fixed-wing structure and upright fuselage， the 

tail-sitter VTOL UAV exhibits poor stability during 
takeoff / landing， resulting in a high center of gravi‑
ty and a large windward area. This limitation hin‑
ders its widespread usage.

The takeoff / landing stability of helicopters is 
comparable to that of tail-sitter VTOL UAVs. Ku‑
bo et al. and De Wagter et al.［2-3］ delved into the 
causes and preventive measures of dynamic rollover 
in helicopters. Upon making contact with the 
ground， a novel pivot point emerges， such as a skid 
or tire. Dynamic rollover transpires when the flight 
controls fail to impede the progression of lateral an‑
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gular velocity around this pivot point. In order to 
guarantee secure takeoff / landing， the gradient of 
the landing surface should be restricted to 6°—15°［4］. 
In comparison to helicopters， the landing gear of 
most tail-sitter VTOL UAVs is comparatively nar‑
rower， and their pitch control effectors are less effec‑
tive than those of helicopters， which utilize thrust 
vector control. The pitch control of google project 
wing is accomplished through differential thrust gen‑
erated by propellers installed on both the upper and 
lower sides of the wing. Some tail-sitters also employ 
aerodynamic effectors immersed in propeller slip‑
stream for balance or use rotating swashplates for 
blade pitch control［5］. As a result， the takeoff / land‑
ing techniques of tail-sitter VTOL UAVs are more 
critical and intricate.

Currently， most tail-sitter VTOL test proto‑
types and civilian models with fixed landing gear are 
limited to a single function and role. Relying on the 
bending deformation of their own structure， these 
models absorb and dissipate vertical energy during 
the landing process. Only a few models， such as the 

“Sky Eye” and “Tern”［6］， use wheeled or skid type 
landing gear that are effective during skate takeoff / 
landing. These models rely on the airframe structure 
during vertical takeoff / landing. The “Spirit Stilts” 
uses a curved skid on the abdomen to achieve atti‑
tude change from flat to vertical takeoff / landing be‑
fore the fuselage leaves the ground. This design al‑
lows for vertical landing at any angle but requires 
special attention in terms of power vector and de‑
sign. In order to improve energy release buffering ca‑
pacity， well-known tail-sitter VTOL UAVs such as 

“XFY-1” “Sky-Tote” “Golden-Eye”， and “X-

Plane” have added strut type buffers at the bot‑
tom［7-10］. However， problems persist with single 
function fixed landing gear， weak impact resistance， 
poor takeoff/landing stability， and susceptibility to 
rebound and rollover. Even the “THU-1600”［11］ of 
Tsinghua University proposed a controlled forward 
landing scheme. This involves giving the body a for‑
ward tilt angle when the UAV lands vertically. The 
landing gear touches the ground， and the strutted 
landing leg at the bottom absorbs the impact. The 
body then uses the tipping trend to ensure safe land‑
ing with the cushioning device on the belly.

With the emergence of innovative landing devic‑

es， VTOL UAVs have conducted research on new 
techniques for takeoff and landing. For example， the 

“Flexrotor”［12］ tail-sitter VTOL UAV from Aerovel 
features a one-piece flexible landing gear structure 
that resolves the conflict between retaining the tail 
and fuselage height. However， the landing dynamics 
of its elastic structure have not been extensively stud‑
ied. Additionally， the fixed elastic parameters of its 
landing gear may cause rebound and instability is‑
sues when dealing with varying landing speeds and 
attitudes. In 2015， DARPA developed an adaptive 
landing system that arranges four mechanical feet 
symmetrically on either side of the fuselage can allow 
helicopters to land on rough ground， steps， and 20° 
slopes. From 2013 to 2021， Manivannan et al.［13］ 
have introduced adaptive landing legs for UAVs. 
These four-legged legs feature a two-stage articulat‑
ed structure that enables adaptive takeoff and land‑
ing on irregular terrains. Despite their adaptability， 
the storage of these legs presents challenges as they 
protrude significantly after folding and storing on the 
helicopter fuselage’s bottom side， increasing the air‑
craft’s aerodynamic resistance during high-speed 
cruising. As a result， future efforts will focus more 
on improving the cable of landing gear， motor drive 
structure and feedback response rather than storage 
functionality. In 2022， Stanford University devel‑
oped a bionic landing leg called “SNAG”［14］. This in‑
novative leg can lock onto various surfaces， includ‑
ing perchable branches， dropped spheres， or skele‑
tons. However， like Georgia Tech quadruped adap‑
tive landing gear， the “SNAG” also features a box-

shaped structure that protrudes from the bottom of 
the fuselage after retraction， causing potential aero‑
dynamic drawbacks during flight.

Therefore， the aforementioned solutions have 
yielded noteworthy enhancements in the local perfor‑
mance of fixed landing gear. They still exhibit cer‑
tain limitations［15-17］， particularly with regards to 
landing constraints， which have emerged as a cru‑
cial technological bottleneck hindering the advance‑
ment of tail-sitter VTOL UAV.

1 Modeling of Landing Gear Kine⁃
matic and Dynamics 

In this study， the free tail is utilized and a bio‑
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mimetic approach is used to mimic the structure of 
the free tail technology， capture its movements and 
collect the relevant data， so the first step is to model 
the dynamics and kinematics of the landing gear.

To enhance the adaptability of landing gear to 
the dual mode of VTOL/cruise for tail-sitter VTOL 
UAVs， this study proposes a design approach that 
integrates the landing gear structure with the overall 
layout optimization. The concept of structural func‑
tional integration design is employed， aiming to im ‑
prove the performance and efficiency of tail-sitter 
VTOL UAVs. As illustrated in Fig.1 and Fig.2， 
the landing gear comprises tail support and support 
strut， which form a foldable two-section structure. 
They are installed symmetrically on both sides of the 
fuselage， connected by a driving mechanism that en‑
ables the tail support and support strut to open and 
close. This mechanism allows the landing gear to 
transition between modes and adjust its attitude for 
adaptive support during landing. The proposed de‑
sign approach not only enhances the landing gear’s 
stability and adaptability but also advances the over‑
all performance of tail-sitter VTOL UAVs.

1. 1 Kinematic modeling of the tail⁃sitter 
VTOL UAV incorporating free⁃tail　

During the takeoff / landing process of a tail-
sitter VTOL UAV， only the motion characteristics 
on the central plane are typically studied， with little 

consideration given to the coronal plane. Additional‑
ly， due to the uniform motion model of the front and 
rear landing gear during takeoff / landing， the tail-
sitter VTOL UAV can be viewed as a two-dimen‑
sional planar multi-rigid body system. The takeoff / 
landing process can be divided into three phases： 
Takeoff， approach， and landing， based on whether 
the landing gear is in contact with the ground.

Establish a body coordinate system { }O b  at the 
geometric center of the fuselage， with the forward 
direction as the positive direction of the x-axis and 
the upward direction as the positive direction of the 
z-axis. Number the landing gears clockwise as 1， 2， 
3， 4. Establish coordinate systems { }O ih （i=1，2，3，
4） at the connection joints between each landing 
gear and the fuselage， with the positive direction of 
the x-axis of { }O ih  as the downward direction and 
the positive direction of the z-axis as the forward di‑
rection. Similarly， establish coordinate systems 
{ }O ik  at the joints of the support strut and tail sup‑
port， with the bottom of the landing gear as the ori‑
gin of the coordinate system { }O it . From this， the 
transformation matrix N from the body coordinate 
system to the coordinate system of the connection 
joint between the landing gear and the fuselage can 
be obtained. Taking the assumption that the left side 
is the first side to touch the ground as an example， 
assume that the function of the trajectory of the bot‑
tom of the landing gear in the body coordinate sys‑
tem is z=f（x，y）. From the coordinates P of the bot‑
tom of the landing gear in the body coordinate sys‑
tem， the coordinates P0 of the bottom of the landing 
gear in the coordinate system of the connection joint 
between the landing gear and the fuselage can be ob‑
tained. From this， the rotation angles of the tail sup‑
port and the support strut can be solved inversely.
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where disx is the distance between the landing gears 

Fig.1　Conceptual diagram of the tail-sitter VTOL UAV in‑
corporating free-tail in cruise state

Fig.2　Conceptual diagram of the tail-sitter VTOL UAV in‑
corporating free-tail in takeoff / landing state
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on the same side of the fuselage and disy the distance 
between the landing gears on both sides of the fuse‑
lage.
1. 1. 1 Takeoff phase　

During the takeoff phase， it is imperative to 
maintain stability by ensuring adequate friction be‑
tween the landing gear and the ground， thereby min‑
imizing relative sliding during takeoff. Additionally， 
the connection joint between the landing gear and 
the fuselage must meet specific criteria with respect 
to the coordinates of the landing gear base.

（1） The initial height of the fuselage is y0， the 
horizontal displacement is 0 m， the height of the fu‑
selage before takeoff is y1， and the horizontal dis‑
placement is x1. （2） The initial velocity is 0 m/s， 
and the velocity before leaving the ground is v1. （3） 
The initial acceleration is 0 m/s2. Before leaving the 
ground， the vertical acceleration is -g， and the hor‑
izontal acceleration is ax1.

During in takeoff phase， the bottom end of the 
landing gear is fixed in the earth coordinate system.
The motion equation of the centroid of the planned 
tail-sitter VTOL UAV is based on the bottom end 
of the landing gear as a reference. Since during the 
takeoff phase， one side of the landing gear will inevi‑
tably leave the ground first. The structure and mo‑
tion of the landing gear on the ground side are the 
same. Therefore， only the motion of a single land‑
ing gear needs to be considered. Assuming that cen‑
troid of the UAV is in the takeoff phase， the hori‑
zontal acceleration ax（t）=k1t and the vertical accel‑
eration ay（t）=k2t （k1 and k2 are the constant coeffi‑
cients）， R is the trajectory of the fuselage center of 
qravity. Then the horizontal displacement is Rx（t）=
1/6k1t3 and the vertical displacement is Ry（t）=1/
6k2t3.

Assuming the origin O to be located at the bot‑
tom of the landing gear， the coordinates of the con‑
nection joint between the landing gear and the fuse‑
lage can be denoted as B（PX，PY）， and the coordinate 
system can be established as illustrated in Fig.3.

The length of the landing gear at the end con‑
nected to the fuselage is L2， the length of the land‑
ing gear at the touchdown end is L1， the angle with 

the ground is θ0， and the complementary angle of 
the angle between the two landing gears is θ1.

The transformation matrix of the connection 
joint between the landing gear and the fuselage in 
the base coordinate is as follows
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The analysis of the takeoff phase through in‑

verse kinematics is executed utilizing the geometric 
analytic method， resulting in the derivation of the 
joint rotation angle function
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1. 1. 2 Approach phase　

In addition to the change in phase, some of the 
angles are partially different in expression due to the 
transition between obtuse and acute angles that oc‑
curs. The transformation matrix of the connection 
joint between the landing gear and the fuselage in 
the base coordinate is as follows
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The angular driving function for the approach 

air process is obtained

Fig.3　Coordinate system for landing gear joints during take‑
off
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During takeoff， the elevation of landing gear 
must be adjusted to conform to the ground environ‑
ment and clear any obstructions. The trajectory of 
the landing gear bottom is adjusted using a sine func‑
tion curve and a second order polynomial， based on 
the maximum height of obstacles that can be 
cleared， denoted as H. Furthermore， a second-or‑
der polynomial can be used to fit the landing gear 
bottom trajectory to the transverse coordinate x and 
longitudinal coordinate y.
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1. 1. 3 Landing phase　

Upon touchdown， the motor torque drives gen‑
erate an opposing force that counteracts the inertia 
of the fuselage. This force causes a reduction in the 
velocity of the tail-sitter VTOL UAV until it reach‑
es a velocity of 0， marking the conclusion of the 
landing phase. Viewed in contrast to the takeoff 
phase， the landing phase can be considered its in‑
verse. The center of mass displacement curve dur‑
ing the landing phase may be represented by R=
vt-16kt3.

1. 2 Dynamics modeling of the tail⁃sitter VTOL 
UAV incorporating free⁃tail　

This study employs Lagrange’s and D’Alem‑
bert’s principles to analyze the dynamics of the tail-
sitter VTOL UAV. The motion planning process is 
employed to determine the driving moments for 
each joint during the takeoff process， resulting in a 
comprehensive understanding of the driving force 
function of the motor， thereby ensuring seamless op‑
eration.

The mechanical structures of the tail-sitter 
VTOL UAV are assumed to be rigid with no allow ‑
ance made for flexible deformation， while ignoring 

the relative friction between joints and errors in the 
equipping process of the physical prototype. Given 
the simplicity of the takeoff phase dynamics， this 
study restricts its focus to the aerial approach and 
landing phase. To facilitate further analysis， motion 
coordinates are established at the outset.
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(8)

where θ1 represents the swing angle of the tail 
brace， θ2 the swing angle of the support bar， P1 the 
distance from the centroid of the tail brace to the 
point where it connects with the fuselage， and P2 
the distance from the center of mass of the support 
bar to the point where it connects with the tail brace. 
Additionally， （X1，Y1） represents the coordinates of 
the centroid of the tail brace， while （X2，Y2） repre‑
sents the coordinates of the center of mass of the 
support bar. At this juncture， the kinetic energy Ek 
and the potential energy Ep can be calculated as fol‑
lows
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E p2 = m 2 gL 1 ( 1- sin θ1 )+ m 2 gP 2 ( 1- sin ( θ1 + θ2 ) )

(10)
where E k1 is the kinetic energy of tail brace， E k2 the ki‑
netic energy of support bar， E p1 the potential energy of 
tail brace， E p2 the potential energy of support bar. Get 
the Lagrange function: L= Ek-Ep.

During landing， the inertia of the airframe ne‑
cessitates a force in the opposite direction. Assum‑
ing that there is no relative sliding between the bot‑
tom end of the landing gear and the ground， and the 
ground provides static friction to the tail-sitter 
VTOL UAV， where M1 represents the driving mo‑
ment of the joints that connect the landing gear to 
the fuselage， M2 embodies the driving moment of 
the joints that connect the tail support to the support 
strut. We can utilize D’Alembert’s principle to ana‑
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lyze the equilibrium of the landing gear
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(11)
To prevent rollover， it is essential to maintain 

the moment at the centroid of the tail-sitter VTOL 
UAV body as close to 0 as possible， thus
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where the horizontal and vertical forces at the bot‑
tom of the ith landing gear are represented by Fxi and 
Fyi， respectively； Fx and Fy denote the horizontal 
and vertical forces acting on the center of mass of the 
tail-sitter VTOL UAV fuselage. ΔL is the differ‑
ence of L， h the vertical distance from the end of the 
support bar to the point where the tail brace joins the 
fuselage， LQ the horizontal distance between the cen‑
ter of mass and the hip joint， and τ-z the moment at 
the center of mass.

2 Bionic Simplified Data Acquisi⁃
tion and Training 

Since the proposal of the zero moment point 
（ZMP） theory［18］， its related methods have been 
frequently used for determining robot stability. The 
advantage of this method is that it fully utilizes 
mathematical models to carefully analyze and de‑
scribe the kinematic constraints and dynamic stabili‑
ty conditions. However， there exists a significant 
gap between the coordination of trajectories of each 
joint in robots and that of natural organisms， partic‑
ularly in transient and complex dynamic tasks. The 
analytical form of the equations of motion is difficult 
to establish and solve， resulting in poor maneuver‑
ability.

To enhance the intelligence of robots and 
achieve more complex and diversified tasks， bionic 
technology has gained attention［19-21］. By utilizing the 
natural and smooth movement transitions and ener‑
gy optimization of living creatures， such as cats， it 

is possible to not only fully utilize the morphological 
advantages of bionic robots but also improve their 
behavior and movement.

In this study， we have selected the cat as the bi‑
onic target due to its excellent landing performance. 
Building upon the experimental findings of other re‑
searchers on the biological structure of cats and their 
typical landing states［22-23］， as illustrated in Fig.4， 
traditional data conversion methods are commonly 
used to divide the movement data of cats into multi‑
ple key nodes to obtain trajectory coordinates in dif‑
ferent movement processes. However， this ap‑
proach is limited in scenarios requiring high data re‑
construction accuracy and small loss values.

Therefore， to simplify the control of the land‑
ing gear， this study adopts a virtual centroid force 
system allocation approach. This allocation is simpli‑
fied into a single rigid body virtual centroid force sys‑
tem with rigid body motion. When controlling the 
motion of this rigid body， the virtual centroid force 
system is first calculated based on the relationship 
between the target position and the current position. 
Then， the virtual centroid force system is decom ‑
posed into four actual control forces. The allocation 
of the virtual centroid force system is a dynamic pro‑
cess. When the virtual centroid force system re‑
mains unchanged， the force allocation scheme de‑
pends only on the current attitude. When the atti‑
tude remains unchanged， the force allocation 
scheme depends only on the virtual centroid force 
system. However， in reality， both the virtual center 

Fig.4　Schematic diagram of feature map transformation
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of mass force system and the tail-sitter VTOL 
UAV airframe attitude are variables and contain a 
large data space. To efficiently train neural network 
weights for fitting complex tasks and automatically 
learn sample data features from unlabeled samples， 
this study uses a self-supervised learning method 
called self-encoder.

The conventional self-encoder architecture in‑
volves remapping input data into lower-dimensional 
and more significant features via the encoding layer. 
The resulting low-dimensional data can be com ‑
pressed and reconstructed using the decoding layer. 
The network parameters are optimized by minimiz‑
ing the loss values between the reconstructed data 
and the input data. Once the loss values meet the 
task requirements， the feature outputs can be re‑
garded as the features of the original data in the 
low-dimensional space. However， the conventional 
self-encoder is not suitable for training the center of 
mass force system assignment task. Therefore， it 
needs to be improved. As shown in Fig.5， the as‑
signment of the single rigid body center of mass 
force system can be regarded as the remapping of 
the 6-dimensional center of mass force system into 
the high-dimensional （12-dimensional） space. This 
remapping needs to meet the equivalence require‑
ments： The single rigid body center of mass， as 
the simplification center， should be completely 
equivalent to the simplified center of mass force 
system and the target cent of mass force system 
through the spatial arbitrary force system simplifica‑
tion principle of the 12-dimensional force. Here， 
the vector Uc denotes the target center of mass 
force system， and the vector U6 denotes the simpli‑

fied center of mass force system obtained by simpli‑
fying the 12-dimensional force. The vector fi de‑
notes one of the 12-dimensional forces， E the unit 
matrix， and ri the coordinate vector from the point 
of force action to the center of mass of the rigid 
body. The matrix [ r i ]×

 denotes the antisymmetric 

matrix of ri， which is used to compute the vector 
fork multiplication.
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The spatial arbitrary force system simplifica‑
tion process bears a striking resemblance to the self-
encoder decoding process， which can be regarded as 
a reductionist reconstruction of the data. Conse‑
quently， an enhancement has been made to the self-
encoder rather than employing the decoding net‑
work of the conventional self-encoder. The spatial 
arbitrary force system simplification process is now 
deemed the decoding process.

The affine strategy is denoted by πE. The affine 
data generated by this strategy is stored in the affine 
dataset DE. The distribution of this data conforms to

DE ={ }( )s i,a i
N

i = 1
~
i.i.d.

ρπE( )s,a (14)

where s is the target centroid force system； a is the 
four elements that can uniquely express the body 
posture of a quadrupedal robot.

s = [ fx fy fz tx ty tz ] (15)
where ρπE( s，a ) represents the non-normalized distri‑
bution of data generated by the affine strategy 
πE； i. i.d. indicates that the data in the affine dataset 
DE are independently and identically distributed.

To cater to diverse scenarios， a double loop 
training process is devised， as illustrated in Fig.6.

During training， n sets of vectors D E1 are ran‑
domly generated as inner loop sample data using a 
uniform distribution. Upon reaching the designated 
number of iterations， the inner loop exits and n new 
sets of vectors D E2 are generated for further training. 
It is important to note that D E1 and D E2 are indepen‑
dent of each other.Fig.5　Simplified self-encoder structure for force systems
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After the dataset is transformed by the above 
bionic training and target parameter homogeniza‑
tion， the landing gear motion information in the 
takeoff / landing phase is shown in Fig.7 and 
Fig.8. 3 Optimization of Free⁃Tail Pa⁃

rameters 

The landing gear based on free-tail technology， 
which serves as both the structural body and the tail 
support of the free-tail wing. The structural parame‑
ters of this landing gear are inherently linked to the 
overall layout of the UAV. Consequently， this 
study investigates the aerodynamic interference 
caused by the double tail support layout under cruise 
conditions by considering the finite wingspan three-

dimensional effect and altering the structural length 
of the landing gear. The pattern of aerodynamic dis‑
turbance during cruising condition is analyzed by ma‑
nipulating the length of the landing gear.

To better understand the aerodynamic interac‑
tion between the rotor propeller， landing gear， and 
free-tail， particularly the impact of varying landing 
gear lengths， this study delves into the relationship 
between these components during cruise conditions. 
As depicted in Fig.9， alongside the corresponding 
calculation grid， it is observed that when the length 
of the landing gear is increased by two-thirds and 

Fig.6　Internal and external dual cycle training process

Fig.8　Landing gear motion information for post-training 
landing phase

Fig.7　Landing gear movement information during the post-
training takeoff phase
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three-quarters from Figs.9（b，c）. While keeping the 
size of the rotating area intact， the influence of the 
circumferential slip interface location on the calcula‑
tion results is minimized. It is recommended to posi‑
tion the slip interface between the rotor and station‑
ary parts near the rotor 1/8 to 1/4 to mitigate this 
impact. This is because if the slip interface is posi‑
tioned closer to the rotor， the rotation of the rotor 
will have a smaller effect on the fluid surrounding 
the rotor compared to if it were closer to stationary 
parts. However， if it were positioned closer to sta‑
tionary parts， it would have a greater impact on the 
fluid. In light of these considerations， this study 
chooses a slip interface location of around 1/5， tak‑
ing into account the unique characteristics of the 
model itself.

To mitigate the impact of the grid on the calcu‑
lation results， a rigorous grid independence study is 
conducted prior to the analysis. Four sets of compu‑
tational grids are established for the model， each 
with distinct grid resolutions： 70 0000， 2.1 million， 
4.2 million， and 8.4 million， respectively. As illus‑
trated in Fig.10， it is found that when the grid reso‑
lution exceeds 4 million， the calculated values of the 

propeller pull coefficient and wing drag coefficient 
display smoother trends and exhibit less variability. 
This verifies that the grid resolution for the propel‑
ler/landing gear and free-tail aerodynamic interfer‑
ence problem is sufficient. Consequently， a compu‑
tation grid consisting of 4.2 million elements was 
chosen for its simplicity and accuracy.

The simulation outcomes presented in Fig.11 
clearly demonstrate that there is no favorable rela‑
tionship between the proximity of the horizontal tail 
to the wing and landing gear length. When the hori‑
zontal tail is positioned too close to the wing， air 
converges at the rear end of the wing， leading to the 
formation of a vortex due to the differing flow direc‑
tions of the upper and lower surfaces. The propeller 
slipstream exacerbates this airflow vortex， signifi‑
cantly increasing the instantaneous acceleration. 
Moreover， the influence of the propeller tip vortex 
persists even after bypassing the lower surface of the 
wing， resulting in a more irregular flow field distri‑
bution at the trailing edge of the wing. On the con‑
trary， when the horizontal tail is positioned far away 
from the wing， this coupling effect is diminished， al‑
lowing the rotating slipstream to be effectively 
avoided. However， if the horizontal tail is posi‑
tioned too far away， it could affect the center of 
gravity height of the tail-sitter VTOL UAV during 
landing， while also decreasing landing gear stiffness 
and increasing structural design complexity.

The length and support attitude of the landing 

Fig.9　Position relationship and mesh of landing gear/wing 
in cruise state

Fig.10　Lift curve with different number of meshes for an 
angle of attack of 5°

Fig.11　Landing gear length parameters on horizontal tail 
aerodynamic influence characteristics
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gear structure are two pivotal factors that significant‑
ly influence the maximum slope of a tail-sitter 
VTOL UAV during landing， in addition to aerody‑
namic effects. By elevating the structural length， 
the landing gear can be provided with a larger cush‑
ion margin， while adjusting the inter-leg spacing 
based on changes in support attitude can enhance 
stability. These two factors interact with each other 
to affect the center of gravity altitude of the UAV. 
Therefore， it is crucial to conduct a static analysis 
on various landing gear structural lengths and sup‑
port attitudes to comprehend their impact patterns.

This study employs the 1/3 times landing gear 
length parameter obtained from bionic biostructure 
as the interval to delineate the influence law of land‑
ing gear length and spacing parameters on the maxi‑
mum landing slope， as illustrated in Fig.12. It can 
be seen that the longer the landing gear length and 
the larger the spacing parameter， the larger the max‑
imum landing slope of the tail-seat VTOL UAV.

Considering the fact that the length of the land‑
ing gear has a significant impact on both the aerody‑
namic efficiency and landing stability of the tail-sit‑
ter VTOL UAV， necessitating its inclusion as a 
crucial element in the multi-objective optimization 
process.

The objective function begins by maximizing 
the efficiency of tail-sitter VTOL UAV cruise ma‑
neuvers

maxf1 ( x )= CmH (16)
where tail wing maneuvering efficiency CmH =

kq CLαH ( ( 1 - εα ) α + δH ) SH lH

ScA
，here SH is the area of 

the horizontal tail， lH the length of the tail force 
arm， CLαH the slope of the horizontal tail lift line，εα 
the downwash at the horizontal tail， and kq the ve‑
locity retardation coefficient at the horizontal tail.

The objective function is secondly to make the 
tail-sitter VTOL UAV landing stability optimal. 
When the absolute value of the eigenvalue γ of Az is 
greater than or equal to 1， the solution for the tail-
sitter VTOL UAV becomes unstable.

Therefore， minimize the target f2 ( x ).
minf2 ( x )= A z

i (17)
In the landing process of the tail-sitter VTOL 

UAV， the Poincaré mapping point is obtained by the 
state of the previous moment of the touchdown colli‑
sion. Based on this， the discrete time system xz

k + 1 =
P z ( xz

k ) is defined as ∂xz
k = xz

k - xz*

， where xz* is a 
fixed point. So we can get the linearized model

∂xz
k + 1 = Az ∂xz

k + Bu (18)
where Az =[ A z

1 A z
2 ]，and

A z
i = P z ( xz* + Δxz

i )- P z ( xz* - Δxz
i )

2Δxz
i

(19)

Since the optimized landing gear parameters 
may differ partially from the bionic structure， it is 
necessary to re-evaluate the similarity of the landing 
process in order to apply the obtained bionic data to 
the design of tail-sitter VTOL UAV landing maneu‑
vers. The system similarity metric represented by 
Q， and the closer Q is to 1， the higher the similari‑
ty .

The Q H - R
i ( t ) represents the similarity be‑

tween the i-joint of the tail-sitter VTOL UAV land‑
ing gear at time t and the i-joint of the bionic object 
cat. Q H - R ( t ) is the average similarity of the whole 
joint at time t， and Q H - R is the average similarity 
within a period of trajectory time T.

Q H - R
i ( t ) = ω (1 + ϕR

i ( )t - ϕH
i ( )t

ϕR
i‑max - ϕR

i‑min )-1

+

( 1 - ω ) ( )1 + ϕ̇R
i ( t )- ϕ̇H

i ( t )
ϕ̇R

i‑max - ϕ̇R
i‑min

-1

(20)

Q H - R ( t )=
∑
i = 1

N

Q H - R
i ( t )

N
(21)

Fig.12　Influence of landing gear length and spacing parame‑
ters on the maximum landing slope
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Q H - R =
∫

0

t

Q H - R ( t ) dt

T
(22)

where ϕH
i ( t )=［ϕH

1（t），ϕH
2（t），…，ϕH

N（t）］T repre‑
sents the joint angle of the bionic target cat at time 
t， and N is the number of joints. ϕR

i ( t ) =［ϕR
1（t），

ϕR
2（t），…，ϕR

N（t）］T represents the joint angles of the tail-
sitter VTOL UAV landing gear at time t. ϕR

i‑ max and 
ϕR

i‑ min represent the maximum and minimum rotation 
range of the i-joint of the tail-sitter VTOL UAV 
landing gear. ω is the transformation coefficient. 
When ω tends to 1， it means that the action tends to 
be static. When ω tends to 0， it means that the ac‑
tion tends to be fast conversion.

Thus the combined optimization constraints are
s.t. li‑min ≤ li ≤ li‑max

∑
i = 1

4

li = k

0 < || γ ≤ 1
0 < Q ≤ 1

(23)

where i=1，2，3，4； the li‑min and li‑max are the mini‑
mum and maximum lengths of the ith pole， respec‑

tively； the constraint ∑
i = 1

4

li means that the sum of the 

four rod lengths is unchanged.
The assembled free-tail based tail-sitter VTOL 

is shown in Fig.13.

The landing gear of the tail-sitter VTOL UAV 
is comprised of a single leg with a mass of 1 kg， is 
capable of efficiently supporting a mass exceeding 
5 kg.

4 Tail⁃Sitter VTOL UAV Landing 
Test 

To confirm the landing stability and safeguard 
the structural integrity of the aircraft during the ini‑

tial development phase， a series of drop tests are 
conducted under varying working conditions. These 
tests are carried out using the drop test bench， 
which is illustrated in Fig.14.

The primary componentry of the testing appara‑
tus comprises of a profile outer frame， a vertical 
guide rail， a hanging basket， and a force measuring 
platform. The prototype is securely fastened to the 
hanging basket via a connecting rod interposed with 
the vector surface. The hanging basket， which uses 
bearings to slide along the vertical guide rail， can ad‑
just the drop height via the retraction of its rope， 
thereby simulating vertical landing motions. More‑
over， the adjustable cross height structure of the 
hanging basket enables the attitude control of the 
prototype.

Through the drop shock test， as depicted in 
Fig.15， the tail-sitter VTOL UAV demonstrates 
adaptive landing capabilities across various atti‑
tudes， even in scenarios with ground inclinations ex‑
ceeding 20° . The stability during these maneuvers 
surpassed that of traditional rigid landing gear， as 
evidenced by the observations presented in 
Figs.16—18.

Fig.13　Tail-sitter VTOL UAV incorporating free-tail bion‑
ic technology

Fig.14　Tail-sitter VTOL UAV drop test bench
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The landing loads of the tail-sitter VTOL 
UAV， as depicted in Figs.19—21， are acquired 
through the employment of sensors located at the 
landing gear joints of the tail-sitter and the utilization 
of bottom force gauges. These measurements exhib‑

Fig.19　Acceleration of each landing leg of landing gear

Fig.15　Landing test of tail-sitter VTOL UAV landing 
gear

Fig.16　Landing stability boundary

Fig.17　Fuselage center of gravity position and orientation 
for landing

Fig.18　Fuselage center of gravity position and orientation 
for slope landing
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it a significant resemblance to the landing dynamics 
of a cat， as simulated in the aforementioned study.

5 Conclusions 

This study presents a technical solution for the 
tail-sitter VTOL UAV， which incorporates the use 
of a takeoff / landing device that optimizes the over‑
all layout.

（1） The landing gear control is simplified by 
adopting the virtual center of mass force system allo‑
cation， utilizing a neural network to train the inner 
and outer double loops of the landing gear control 
based on a single point dataset of the cat centroid. 
This optimization results in a dynamically smoothed 
trajectory for the landing gear of a tail-sitter VTOL 
UAV under mode mutation. Although the biological 
structure of a cat has excellent landing performance， 
its large number of nodes necessitates extremely de‑
manding data reconstruction accuracy for data classi‑
fication， pattern recognition， and other scenarios. 
The optimized landing response speed is improved 
by 2/3 compared to the traditional PID control， and 
the maximum landing speed is reduced by 40%.

（2） The landing gear has been designed with a 
focus on structural and functional integration， allow‑
ing seamless adaptation to both vertical and horizon‑
tal flight modes. This innovative solution resolves 
the conflict between maintaining the height of the 
tail wing and the fuselage while enabling the landing 
gear to retract and extend in line with the overall 
shape of the aircraft. The landing gear length of the 
free-tail affects aerodynamic efficiency and landing 
stability. Therefore， it is necessary to retransform 
the similarity of the landing process after multi-ob‑
jective optimization of the landing gear ratio. The 
optimized tail-sitter VTOL UAV incorporating free-

tail bionic technology has improved landing stabili‑
ty， particularly compared to traditional fixed landing 
gear. Drop shock tests support this， demonstrating 
greater improvement in terrain adaptability and stabi‑
lization speed. In the future， the study hopes to opti‑
mize the takeoff and landing performance of tail-sit‑
ter VTOL UAV with the help of more other biome‑
chanics.Fig.21　Landing gear joint angles

Fig.20　Landing load of each landing gear
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基于仿生技术的尾座式 VTOL无人机起降稳定控制及

轨迹优化

齐 浩 1，2， 李青洋 1，3， 吴嘉越 1，4， 彭一明 1，2， 聂 宏 1，2， 魏小辉 1，2

（1.南京航空航天大学航空航天结构力学及控制全国重点实验室，南京  210016，中国； 2.南京航空航天大学飞行

器先进设计技术国防重点学科实验室，南京  210016，中国； 3.中国航空动力机械研究所，株洲  412002，中国； 
4.北京航空航天大学自动化科学与电气工程学院，北京  100191，中国）

摘要：尾座式垂直起降（Vertical takeoff / landing， VTOL）无人机（Unmanned aerial vehicle，UAV）稳定性差，与传

统起落架的适配性低。针对上述问题，提出了一种采用自由尾翼技术的新型起落架。该起落架采用串联多级结

构，在降低机身高度的同时，保证了巡航状态下尾翼力臂的长度，并通过虚拟中心点力分布技术对动态着陆过程

进行调控，简化了控制过程，有利于模式转换过程中的无缝轨迹优化。随后基于猫中心点单点数据集，利用神经

网络对起落架控制进行训练，有效提高了起落架自适应起落速度和精度。最后，结合无人机不同模式的参数要

求，进行多目标优化和相似性转换，有效提高了尾座式垂直起降无人机的着陆适应性和稳定性。

关键词：无人机；垂直起降；起飞/着陆技术；稳定性控制；仿生技术
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